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FOUNDATION’s Implemented study outcomes are presented at the ‘Seeds of Change of the Garment Industry’ in Dhaka.
On July 16, 2017 Professor Dr. Jonathan Morduch and Dr. Abu Shonchoy of New York University presented Foundation’s implemented 
study outcomes to the stakeholders on the occasion of ‘Seeds of Change of the Garment Industry’ at Six Seasons Hotel in Dhaka, jointly 
organized by The International Growth Centre (IGC) Bangladesh, Innovations for Poverty Action (ipa), and the Brac Institute of 
Governance and Development of Brac University (BIGD).  
The study 'On-The-Job Training Increase Employment for Rural Poor in the Manufacturing Sector: Experimental Evidence from Bangla-
desh' shows that vocational training programmes aimed at the rapidly-growing sectors have the potential to reduce skills gaps, improve 
income and employment potentials.
The paper 'Poverty and Migration in the Digital Age: Experimental Evidence on Mobile Banking in Bangladesh' shows that the ability to 
quickly and cheaply transfer money by mobile banking has allowed migrant factory workers to easily send money home when needed.
It also shows that the rural households reduced borrowings, increased savings, and saw gains in health, education and agricultural 
productivity by means of utilizing mobile banking services.
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The tropical forests in western Uganda, home to a 
dwindling population of endangered chimpanzees, 
are disappearing at some of the fastest rates on 
Earthas local people chop down trees for charcoal and 
to clear space for subsistence farming. A team of 
researchers, led by economist Seema Jayachandran of 
Northwestern has shown that there is a surprisingly 
cheap and easy way to slow the pace of deforestation 
in Uganda: Just pay landowners small sums not to cut 
down their trees. Their study, published in the journal 
Science, demonstrated this by conducting something 
all too rare in environmental policy — a controlled 
experiment. To read about this study New York Times, 
click here.

A Cheap Fix for Climate Change? Pay People Not to Chop Down Trees

A Nigerian call center has teamed up with an NGO to 
create a new way for the country's young women to 
solve problems such as giving up school to work for 
their family, abused by a trusted figure, not knowing 
where to go for safety. This service first provide 
fictional stories, four tales of young heroines being 
used to help adolescent girls in Nigeria navigate the 
challenges of growing up in a country where low 
levels of female empowerment, education, employ-
ment have contributed to early marriage and other 
threat of violence and terrorism. The program, called 
Girls Connect, uses these stories to get the callers to 
engage with a call center representative who can help 
them process the information and use it in their daily 
lives. To read about this story, click here.

Dial 1 for Empowerment: The Toll-Free 
Number Giving Nigeria's Girls Advice

Thousands of disadvantaged young people across the 
United States are working at camps, daycare centers, 
and corporate and government offices this summer 
through summer employment programs. A growing 
body of evidence, including a number of evaluations 
by several J-PAL affiliates, shows that these programs 
can lower violent crime rates among youth. Evaluating 
New York City’s Summer Youth Employment Program 
(SYEP), which at the time served 34,000 youth per 
year, making it the largest summer jobs program in 
the United States, from 2005 to 2008. SYEP led to a 10 
percent drop in incarceration and an 18 percent drop 
in mortality—translating to 112 fewer jail sentences 
and 83 fewer deaths among the 14- to 21-year-old 
participants, relative to a comparison group that did 
not participate. To know more about this research, 
click here

More jobs, less crime
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“As an eldest child 
of my parents, I 
was in rush to 
take the responsi-
bility regarding 
financial contribu-
tion, since my 
father was the 
only earning 

source to support our six member’s 
family”- said Nurjahan Khatun, 21 
years of age, who is a participants of 
Garments Research Project which 
was being funded by Institute of 
Labor Economics (IZA) & Interna-
tional Development Research 
Centre (IDRC). This was an Experi-
mental intervention,carried out by 
Dr. Abu Shonchoy, Dr. Selim Raihan 
& Dr.Tomoki Fujji.  
The intervention was aimed to 
explain the labor market dynamics 
and the associated growth and 
poverty-reduction linkages in 
Bangladesh. 
Due to poverty, Nurjahan had to 
dropout from school early. She was 
desperately looking for a job but 
lacking job network and referral, she 
was unsuccessful. Passionately, she 
was looking for something that 
could assist her to introduce with 
somewhat like a skill training and all 
on a sudden she got a chance to be 
trained on sewing by Gana Unnayan 
Kendra (GUK) under the Garments 
Research Project. She was randomly 
selected for the 3rd treatment 
group; a group provided training 
and stipend while attending 
training. When she came to Dhaka 
immediately after the completion of 
22 days residential training on 
sewing and got a job as machine 
operator in apparel factory, she 
came to realize that training 
opportunity was only the meaning 
that helped her channeling into a 
job. Since 2014, she has been 
working as sewing machine 
operator in the Globatch Factory 
and is earning around 10,000 BDT 
each month. Now she is making 
financial contribution to her family 
by remitting 5,000 BDT each month. 
Her family already over-comed the 
initial poverty and now way forward 
to the financial solvency. Festivals 
now come with happy face and she 
has no regret for not being attained 
education for her, rather she is 
happy to see sibling’s easy going 
education opportunity. She believes 
in herself that her family will be 
worth of reputable state very soon 
and after that she will get married 
by holding down the family 
decision. 
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CASE STUDY
Skill Training Opportunity Increase the 

Employment Potentials: A Case Discussion
Hiroyuki Egami, is currently pursuing his PhD at National 
Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS), Japan. Under his PhD 
thesis, Mr. Hiro under the supervision of Professor Tomoya 
Matsumoto doing a research on CCT by Using Mobile Banking 
Technologies in Bangladesh. Most recently, he visited 
MOMODa and shared us his Development thoughts and ideas 

Because I study mobile money, first chapter of my thesis is the topic related to 
mobile money in Uganda and because my background is the central banker so I 
would like somehow related to finance. So want to continue deep of my 
understanding and study mobile money more and what we faced the academy 
only covered money uses in South Africa. There is no existing research is written 
in Asian case, so we want study in Asia, Bangladesh most prominent case the 
success of mobile money distribution.

The main focus of my research is matching fund which is a popular financial 
support scheme using international migrant and remittance context. It is never 
discussed to be used in internal remittance case. The matching fund may be 
explained, the basic structure of matching fund is a scheme, when the migrant 
send remittance to the original household, the supporting NGO or Government 
would try to encourage them to send remittance.

I think it is very promising to see many people working in Dhaka. Obviously shared 
population ensures number of working hands is a great source of development 
and economic growth that depends on proper utilization of that population. 
During my last visit in Bangladesh, I visited a school in Gaibandha and a thing 
fascinated me lot is that when I saw both girls and boys studying together. 
Especially the girls have large voices when I asked about their future prospects. 
This is very positive indication that Bangladesh is moving forward to a better 
situation in gender equality and that would enable Bangladesh to utilize a lot 
more talented people.

Garments workers in Dhaka especially in the evening, they are too diligent to 
work very longer time until very late. This is what Japan also experienced. When 
a country is growing with a boost of population, the creativity of each worker is 
not much required. But when a country continues to grow economically, at some 
stage the workers are required to be very creative. We studied to recognize that 
our traditional working habit that is too long working time is deteriorating our 
quality of work. Of course this is also an advantage. You should be diligent and it 
is quite a precious thing, but having too long working time is worsening the 
quality of work which results Bangladesh would have a chance to face certain 
kind of problems .

Bangladesh should combat the bribe based bureaucracy. I think it is already a big 
bottle neck in the development of Bangladesh. This is inevitable for Bangladesh I 
guess, difficult to avoid. To tackle that problem, the easiest way is to having a 
strong capacity and strongly trusted government with a good support provision to 
recover any adverse situation. But so far when     I talk with people and agents 
who helped me in Dhaka and Gaibandha as well, I see that they don’t have good 
trust on the government. So, changing this habit would improve the quality of the 
workers, bureaucrats in government, ministries and also their service provision. 
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Would you please explain about the main focus of your research?

Why do you choose Bangladesh for your research?

What do you see about the development prospects of Bangladesh? 

What do you see about the development challenges of Bangladesh? 

What is your recommendation on the development of Bangladesh?
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